[Pseudoemissions and false positive findings in measurement of transiently evoked otoacoustic emissions (TEOAE)].
Recording procedure of transiently evoked otoacoustic emissions is an important part of diagnostics in pediatric audiology. As a rule of thumb measurable TEOAE excludes more than slight hearing impairment. Nevertheless any interpretation of these measurements in a clinical setting must consider supposed false positive findings (so called pseudoemissions) and real false positive findings in cases of profound hearing loss with reproducible TEOAE and missing auditory evoked potentials. TEOAE recordings in 512 patients were evaluated for recording procedure failure. Possible types of recording procedure failure were divided into failures conditioned by the patients and stimulus or probe dependent failures. In case of insufficient test procedure and absent TEOAE recording procedure was improved and repeated. In 2 patients with severe to profound hearing loss we discovered reproducible TEOAE whereas auditory evoked potentials were missing. As a stimulus and probe dependent recording procedure failure we saw reproducible pseudoemissions in 3 other patients with profound hearing loss. These results indicate that conclusions concerning hearing ability on the base of TEOAE should keep in mind possible pseudoemissions as a result of recording procedure failure. Reported cases with absent auditory evoked potentials and reproducible TEOAE showed that TEOAE recordings in these cases indicate substantially preserved outer hair-cell function independent of profound hearing loss.